We develop a dynamical formulation of one-dimensional scattering theory where the reflection and transmission amplitudes for a general, possibly complex and energy-dependent, scattering potential are given as solutions of a set of dynamical equations. By decoupling and partially integrating these equations, we reduce the scattering problem to a second order linear differential equation with universal initial conditions that is equivalent to an initialvalue time-independent Schrödinger equation. We give explicit formulas for the reflection and transmission amplitudes in terms of the solution of either of these equations and employ them to outline an inverse-scattering method for constructing finite-range potentials with desirable scattering properties at any prescribed wavelength. In particular, we construct optical potentials displaying threshold lasing, anti-lasing, and unidirectional invisibility.
Introduction
Consider a possibly complex and energy-dependent scattering potential v(x) that satisfies the vanishing boundary condition at infinity, i.e., v(x) → 0 as x → ±∞. The general solution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation,
has the following asymptotic form.
ψ(x) = A ± e ikx + B ± e −ikx for x → ±∞,
where A ± and B ± are complex coefficients. All the scattering properties of the potential are encoded in the associated transfer matrix M which is defined by the condition:
The entries M ij of M are related to the left/right reflection and transmission amplitudes, R r/l and T , according to [1, 2] M 11 = T − R l R r /T, M 12 = R r /T,
The transfer matrix has a number of interesting properties. It has a unit determinant. The zeros of M 22 in the complex k 2 -plane correspond to the bound states, resonances, and anti-resonances of v. In particular, the real zeros yield the zero-width resonances that are called spectral singularities [1, 3] . In optics, these give rise to threshold lasing [4] . The real zeros of M 11 are the energy values at which the potential acts as a coherent perfect absorber (CPA) [5] . This is also known as an anti-laser [6] . The real zeros of M 12 and M 21 are respectively the energies at which v is reflectionless from the right and the left. If at such an energy only one of M 12 and M 21 vanishes while M 22 = 1, the system displays unidirectional invisibility [7] . The latter has important applications in devising unidirectional optical devices, and has been a subject of extensive theoretical [12, 13, 14, 7] and experimental studies [15] in the past two years. The problem of constructing optical potentials with any of the above-mentioned properties is therefore of utmost importance. In this article we develop a formulation of scattering theory that, besides its conceptual and practical advantages, offers a simple solution for this kind of inverse scattering problems.
An important property of the transfer matrix is its composition property [8] : Consider the truncated potential
where a is a real number and θ(x) is the step function with values 0 and 1 respectively for x < 0 and x ≥ 0. Let M 1 and M 2 be respectively the transfer matrix for v a and v − v a . Then,
This relation plays a particularly useful role in modeling and the numerical investigation of various physical phenomena in optics [9] , condensed matter physics [10] , and acoustics [11] . The composition property of the transfer matrix is shared by another quantum mechanical quantity of central importance, namely the evolution operator U(t, t 0 ) of any Hamiltonian operator; if we denote U(t, t 0 ), U(t 1 , t 0 ), and U(t, t 1 ) respectively by U, U 1 , and U 2 , with t 1 ∈ [t, t 0 ], we have U 2 U 1 = U. This simple observation leads to the natural question whether we can relate M to the evolution operator of a 2 × 2 matrix Hamiltonian. As we show below the answer to this question is in the affirmative.
Transfer Matrix Given by an Evolution Operator
Consider the two-component state vector:
It is easy to show that if we express Ψ as a function of τ := kx, then ψ is a solution of (1) 
Furthermore, because (2) corresponds to
where U (τ, τ 0 ) is the evolution operator associated with H (τ ). This is the matrix-valued function of the real variables τ and τ 0 that fulfills
The mathematical properties of M can be easily derived from Eq. (8). For example, because H (τ ) is traceless, det U (τ, τ 0 ) = 1. This relation together with (8) imply det M = 1. Similarly, we can establish the composition property of M from that of U (τ, τ 0 ). This requires considering the transfer matrix of the truncated potential (5) that we denote by M(α) with α := ka.
An immediate consequence of Eqs. (5), (7), and (8) is the fact that M(α) = lim α − →−∞ U(α, α − ) =: U(α, −∞). According to (9) , this implies
We also have
Because M(α) is invertible, we can express (10) as
In view of the particular structure of H (α), this equation restricts the form of M(α) enormously. Specifically, it requires the entries of the matrix
, that we denote by N ij , to satisfy
As a nontrivial check on our calculations, consider verifying (13) for a rectangular barrier potential of a possibly complex hight z, i.e.,
where L is a positive number, [4] . The form of the transfer matrix M(α) for this potential is well-known [7] . M(α) takes the values 1 and M(kL) respectively for α < 0 and α ≥ kL. Its entries have the following form for α ∈ [0, kL].
where n := 1 − z/k 2 . Substituting these relations in the left-hand side of (13), we find, after miraculous simplifications, that it really gives the expression (7) for H (α) with v(α/k) = z.
Dynamical Equations Of 1-D Scattering Theory
Equation (13) together with (11) and (12) provide a dynamical formulation of one-dimensional scattering theory [17] . In view of (4), we can use them to obtain dynamical equations for the reflection and transmission amplitudes, R r/l (α) and T (α), of the potential v a (x). We have decoupled and partially integrated these equations to express R l (α) and T (α) in terms of R r (α). The latter satisfies a Ricatti equation provided that we make the change of variable:
For a finite-range potential that vanishes outside an interval of the form [a − , a + ], we have
and integrals in (19) and (21) are to be evaluated along the circular arc: {w = e −2iϕ |ϕ ∈ [α − , α]} in the complex plane. Notice that in the derivation of (19) and (20) we have imposed the initial conditions: R l (z − ) = 0 and T (z − ) = 1, and that Eq. (18) is to be solved together with the initial condition: R r (z − ) = 0. Next, we use Eqs. (19) -(21) to establish
With the help of (22), we can show that (18) together with R r (z − ) = 0 is equivalent to the initialvalue problem:
It is remarkable that in terms of ψ k− (a) := e ika S(e −2ika ), (25) takes the form of the time-independent Schrödinger equation (1),
while (26) becomes
These relations identify ψ k− with the Jost solution of (1) that is defined by the asymptotic boundary condition:
. We can express the right-hand sides of (22) - (24) in terms of ψ k− . With the help of (27), this leads to the following expressions for the reflection and transmission amplitudes of the truncated potentials v a (x).
T (a) = −2ike
where
Substituting a + for a in these relations gives the reflection and transmission amplitudes, R r/l and T , for the original potential v(x);
For the infinite-range potentials we need to evaluate the a ± → ±∞ limit of the right-hand side of these equations.
Equations (29) and (31) agree with the formulas given in Ref. [3] for R r and T in terms of the Jost solution ψ k− . These equations together with (30) reduce the scattering problem to the determination of the Jost solution ψ k− of the time-independent Schrödinger equation (1). If we apply the above formulas to determine the reflection and transmission amplitudes of the parity-transformed potential, v P (x) := v(−x), and recall that under the parity transformation the transmission coefficient is left invariant while the left/right reflection amplitude are mapped to right/left reflection amplitude and the Jost solution ψ k− transforms to the Jost solution ψ k+ given by ψ k+ (x) → e ikx as x → ∞, we can express R r/l and T in terms of ψ k+ . Note however that in this way we find an expression for R r that is similar to (30) while the expression for R l does not involve an integration. In practice, given a potential v(x), we can solve the initial-value problem defined by (27) and (28) numerically and substitute the result in (29) -(31) to determine the corresponding reflection and transmission amplitudes.
The treatment of the scattering problem that is based on the solution of the initial-value problem (25) -(26) and Eqs. (22) - (24) is also useful. For example, it is easy to see that, for every pair of positive real numbers k 0 and L, Eq. (25) is exactly solvable for the potential
and the wavenumber k = k 0 . Substituting the solution of (25) - (26) in (22) -(24) yields the following expressions for the reflection and transmission amplitudes.
where a := √ z/2k 0 and b := a(1 − e −2ik 0 L ). Notice that R r/l and T are locally period functions of k 0 L with period π, while the potential (33) is a locally period function of k 0 x with period π/2.
Eq. (25) is an exactly solvable (Euler) equation for the barrier potential (14) . Substituting the solution of this equation fulfilling the initial conditions (26) in (22) -(24) and using (32) and (4) give (15) - (17).
Finite-Range Optical Potentials and Inverse Scattering
In this section we confine our attention to finite-range potentials which are of particular interest in effectively one-dimensional optical systems. In particular, we consider situations where the optically active components are confined to an interval of the form [0, L], i.e., set a − = 0 and a + = L, so that z − := e −2ika + = 1 and z + := e −2ika + = e −2ikL . A practically important feature of our formalism is that it allows for the construction of scattering potentials with appealing scattering properties at a given wavenumber k 0 , i.e., it gives rise to a certain inverse scattering prescription that avoids the mathematical difficulties of the standard inverse scattering theory [18] . In the following we describe this prescription by trying to construct optical potentials supporting spectral singularities (threshold lasing), antilasing, and unidirectional invisibility.
We first recall that the Helmholtz equation for an effectively one-dimensional optical system has the form of the Schödinger equation (1) with the potential
where n (x) is the complex refractive index of the active component of the system, that we take to be confined in the interval [0, L]. Suppose that we wish to determine the form of n (x) such that the system acts as a threshold laser at a wavenumber k 0 . This means that the potential v(x) should possess a spectral singularity [4] at k 0 . This happens if the transmission amplitude has a pole at k = k 0 , [1] . In view of (24), we can easily realize this requirement by choosing the form of S(z) such that S ′ (z + ) = 0. This choice should additionally satisfy the initial conditions (26), i.e.,
Once we make such a choice we can determine v(x) using (25). A simple choice with the above properties is S ′ (z) = (z−z + )/(1−z + ). Integrating this expression and enforcing S(1) = 1 give
Substituting this relation in (25) and using (34), we find
This is a non-singular function provided that k 0 L is not an integer multiple π/2. If n (x) 2 is given by the complex-conjugate of the right-hand side of this equation, the system acts as a CPA at k = k 0 .
Next, we construct an optical potential that is unidirectionally reflectionless from the right for a wavenumber k 0 , i.e., R r = 0 and R l = 0 for k = k 0 . In view of (22), we can ensure this condition by choosing the form of S(z) such that z + S ′ (z + ) = S(z + ). A simple example that also satisfies (35) is
where γ is a possibly complex free parameter and
Substituting (36) in (25) and using (34), we find
Here γ controls the strength of the potential v(x). For typical optical setups it takes very small real values. Eq. (37) takes a simpler form whenever k 0 L is an integer multiple π. In this case, g 1 = 2 and g 2 = 0, and we have
(38) Figure 1 shows the graphs of the real and imaginary parts of n 2 −1 for γ = 10 −6 and k 0 L = 3π, 7π/2. A graphical examination of real and imaginary parts of n 2 − 1 shows that they change with the largest (respectively smallest) amplitude whenever k 0 L (respectively k 0 L − π/2) is an integer multiple of π.
We can easily determine the transmission amplitude for (37) by substituting (36) in (24). This yields
In particular, T is a locally periodic function of k 0 L with period π. The calculation of R l is much more involved. This is because the integrand in (23) is a sixth order rational function. For typical real values of γ, numerical evaluation of the right-hand side of (23) shows that R l is generically nonzero. For the cases where k 0 L is an integer multiple of π, the integral in (23) is a complex contour integral and we can use the residue theorem to study its structure. In this way, we could show that R l = 0, while according to (39), T = 1. Therefore, the system is unidirectionally invisible from the right whenever k 0 L is an integer multiple of π. Figure 2 shows the graphs of the real part, imaginary part, and absolute value of T − 1 and R l as a function of k 0 L for γ = 10 −6 . As seen from this figure, |R l | attains its maxima at k 0 L = mπ for positive integer values of m. Moreover, the hight of the maximum values of |R l | is a linearly increasing function of m. This is easy to justify, because for k 0 L = πm, R l is given by a contour integral over a contour that encircles the pole(s) of the integrant m times. This implies that R ℓ = mR l 1 , where R l 1 is the left-reflection amplitude for k 0 L = π. This observation shows that we can increase the value of |R l | using larger samples. A crude calculation shows that |R l | can take values as large as 1, if we take k 0 L 14300π. For λ 0 := 2π/k 0 ≈ 1 µm, this corresponds to L 7.1 mm. Note that this is achieved while R r = 0, |Re(T ) − 1| < 10 −5 , and |Im(T )| < 10 −5 . Therefore, the system is effectively unidirectionally invisible from the right for almost all large values of k 0 L.
The above examples make use of extremely simple choices for the function S. We may consider more complicated choices with plenty of free parameters to construct large classes of optical potentials displaying threshold lasing, antilasing, unidirectional reflectionlessness or invisibility at a prescribed wavenumber, k 0 . Our method produces the reflection and transmission amplitudes for these potentials at k = k 0 . In order to determine these quantities for k = k 0 , we can substitute the expression for the obtained potential in (25) and solve it together with (26) for k = k 0 . In this way we find S for all k and can use it in (22) -(24) to compute R r/l and T as a function of k. Alternatively, we may proceed solving (27) and (28) to determine ψ k− and use (29) -(31) to find R r/l and T for arbitrary k. In general, this requires using well-known numerical or approximate methods of solving second-order linear differential equations.
Concluding Remarks
In this article we have outlined a dynamical formulation of one-dimensional scattering theory with interesting conceptual and practical implications. This formulation is based on the simple idea of identifying the transfer matrix of the truncated potential v a (x) with the time-evolution operator for a non-Hermitian matrix Hamiltonian. This leads to a set of dynamical equations for the reflection and transmission amplitudes of v a (x) that reduce to an initial-value problem for a Ricatti equation, a second order linear equation, or the time-independent Schrödinger equation. The solution of the latter coincides with the Jost solution ψ k− (x). We have given explicit formulas for the reflection and transmission amplitudes in terms of ψ k− as well as the solution of Eqs. (25) and (26). This provides a convenient method of solving the scattering problem for finite-range potentials.
Another remarkable outcome of our approach is that it offers an extremely simple solution for a class of inverse scattering problems with immediate applications in optics. Specifically, it allows for the construction of large classes of optical potentials with interesting scattering properties at a prescribed wavenumber, such as threshold lasing, antilasing, and unidirectional invisibility.
Note: Ref. [20] , that was brought to my attention by the referee, outlines a dynamical formulation of the time-independent Schrödinger equation for real scattering potentials. It involves using the hydrodynamical (polar) representation of this equation to obtain an iterative scheme for solving it.
